
Are ethnic jokes racist?  It’s all chicken shit. 

England is full of ethnic jokes- about the Irish, the Scots, the Welsh. 

 

For example, an Irishman told me this joke in Belfast, in his deep Irish accent:   

 “Did you know that the English invented the toilet seat?” 

Patrick continued, 

 “But did you know that it was the Irish that put the hole in it”. 

 

Usually this joke is told by English people.  But I have reversed the order. 

Is it equally funny?  Yes. except to an Englishman. 

 

Interesting test for ethnic jokes: is it equally funny if you reverse or exchange all the 

ethnic labels for the characters in the joke.  If it is: then the joke is really putting down 

some ethnic group.  

 

If the joke “loses some of its bite” then there is some underlying characteristic or 

commonly held stereotype which provides the “energy of the joke”. 

 

At the end of this joke, exchange the characters around and see whether it is still funny or 

whether it depends on stereotypes. 



My chickens are having diarrhea. 

Six business friends are having a drink at the Defence Club in Suva, a somewhat multi-

racial club, in contrast to most of the others, which are usually dominated by one ethnic 

group or another. 

 

[There is an interesting history of these clubs in Suva: Fiji, Defence, United, Merchants, 

QVSOB, Union] Once upon a time non-whites needed permits to buy liquor: “dozen 

one”.  And non-white children could not swim in the Suva Sea Baths] 

 

Most of the members of the Defence Club are corporate types, hence driven by the 

common denominator ($$$$) and therefore we can assume they are not racists. 

 

One of the five, a Fijian chicken farmer, complains to the kailoma manufacturer of 

chicken feed: “Man, I have been buying the chicken feed from you, and the quality is 

terrible- all my chickens are getting diarrhea.  All my chicken feed is going out as 

chicken shit, and not increasing the weight of my chickens. I am losing money”. 

 

The kailoma manufacturer replies: “go and complain to your own mataqali in the Outer 

Islands who own the copra processing mill from which I just started buying  the copra 

waste that goes into my chicken feed.  I am not going to buy any more copra meal from 

them.” 



The six friends mull over this problem. 

The kaivalagi businessman, laughs inside and thinks “hah. these Fijians can’t do business!” 

 

The Rotuman friend, who happens to be a lawyer, quietly offers his help to the chicken farmer: 

“Look, you can sue the chicken-feed manufacturer, you know, for giving you defective 

chicken feed.  My fees are very reasonable.”  (In the business world, there is no such thing as 

“friendship”).  He then takes the chicken feed manufacturer aside and says “Look you can sue 

the copra mill, you know, for giving you defective copra meal.  My fees are very reasonable.” 

 

The Hindustani lawyer friend who overheard this last conversation, laughs “you wont get a 

penny from that copra processing mill”, he says.  “They are barely making any money. In fact 

my law firm is about to put them up for mortgage sale”. 

 

The Chinese friend, who happens to be a very successful farmer, chuckles to himself and 

immediately puts in a large order for all the chicken-shit that the farmer is going to produce 

during the whole year.  He thinks “man, that chicken shit ought to be much richer than normal 

and will be very good for my cabbages and ginger”. 

 

The Gujerati friend (you all know his name), who happens to have all kinds of business 

interests said nothing, but started thinking.  They had another few drinks and all went home. 



The next week they again meet at the Defence Club at the same time, as they always do. 

They then found out that the Gujerati friend had gone and bought the copra mill for an 

absolute knock-down price.  The machinery was bought at virtually scrap metal value. 

 

They looked at Hari in puzzlement.  He was grinning from ear to ear.  

 

“Well, my guess was right.  The copra processing mill might have been making a loss.  

But I asked myself, why did the chickens have diarrhea? 

 

I remembered my mother forcing horrible castor oil down my throat, to “clear” my 

stomach (i.e. with the “runs”).  Surely, the chicken had diarrhea because the copra mill 

must be inefficient, and left too much coconut oil in the waste product.  

 

All the profits were being sold off as waste copra meal.  All I have to do now is increase 

the mill efficiency,  and I will make heaps of money.” 

 

Which he did. 

 

And somewhere along the way, he also started a soap factory which used his coconut oil. 



So what happens if you mix up the characters and the ethnicity? 

Does the joke sound just the same? 

 

Or does it sound less realistic. 

 

Is this a racist joke? 

 



An important business success principle here: 

For a good scientist to ask the right questions 

 

There is one story told by an entrepreneur:  I dont want to hear success stories; I want to 

hear bad stories, failures, complaints by consumers. 

 

They I go and fix it up and make a lot of money. 

 

“Seeing profitability in adversity” 

 

Many successful entrepreneurs have started off by examining something going “wrong” 

and then “fixing it” for profit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


